
There is no one like Kevin.
Once one of the FBI's Most Wanted because he went on an ‘electronic joyride’
during which he hacked into more than 40 major corporations just for the
challenge and not for monetary gain, Kevin Mitnick was once the most elusive
computer break-in artist in history.
Today, he is a trusted, highly sought-after security consultant to Fortune 500
and governments worldwide. Kevin Mitnick is the world's authority on hacking,
social engineering, and security awareness training. In fact, the world’s most
used computer-based end-user security awareness training suite bears his
name.
Kevin’s keynote presentations are one part magic show, one part education, and
all parts entertaining. Whether delivered virtually or live, Kevin will entertain
and educate your audience with real demonstrations of the latest hacking
techniques to help raise the security awareness of individuals and organizations
worldwide while keeping attendees on the edge of their seats.
Kevin is a global bestselling author and his books are available in over 50
countries and 20 languages. He is the world authority on social engineering and
security awareness training.  Well over 1 million professionals watch Kevin
Mitnick’s Security Awareness Training program every year. His written works
are mandatory readings for security professionals. They include:
The Art of Intrusion: The Real Story Behind the Exploits of Hackers, Intruders and
Deceivers
The Art of Deception: Controlling the Human Element of Security
Ghost in the Wires: My Adventures as the World's Most Wanted Hacker (NY Times
Bestseller)
The Art of Invisibility: The World...

Testimonials

Kevin Mitnick

“Kevin has a unique ability to connect with both technical and non-technical
groups, which makes him a perfect fit for almost any event, especially those
audiences that run the full gamut of technical ability. Die-hard techies will enjoy
“geeking out” with Kevin, and everyone else will still be fascinated and perhaps a
little frightened by what they learn. Our attendees could not have been more
pleased with Kevin and his “Art of Deception” keynote.”

- Dell, Inc..

“Our company hosts an annual IT Security Conference in Philadelphia and Kevin
has been our keynote speaker for two separate events…….[both times] the group
was sitting on the edge of their seats during Kevin’s interactive security
demonstrations. His Art of Deception presentation caters to both a technical and
non-technical audience. His discussion is balanced between hacker techniques and
on stage social engineering demonstrations. I highly recommend Kevin to any
audience interested in learning how to protect themselves from emerging
threats.” 

- Core BTS -PA/NJ/DE Region.
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